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Mission 

FEMA’s mission is to support citizens and first responders to ensure that as a nation we work 

together to build, sustain and improve our capability to prepare for, protect against, respond to, 

recover from and mitigate all hazards. 

History 

For 38 years, FEMA's mission remains: to lead America to prepare for, prevent, respond to and 

recover from disasters with a vision of "A Nation Prepared."  

FEMA can trace its beginnings to the Congressional Act of 1803. This act, generally considered 

the first piece of disaster legislation, provided assistance to a New Hampshire town following an 

extensive fire. In the century that followed, ad hoc legislation was passed more than 100 times in 

response to hurricanes, earthquakes, floods and other natural disasters. 

FEMA was established under the 1978 Reorganization Plan No. 3, and activated April 1, 1979, 

by President Jimmy Carter in an Executive Order.  In 1996, the agency was elevated to cabinet 

rank.  The end of the Cold War allowed the agency's resources to be turned away from civil 

defense to natural disaster preparedness.   

Congress continued to expand FEMA's authority by reorganization and executive orders 

assigning responsibilities to it.  Those responsibilities include dam safety, disaster assistance, 

Emergency Assistance Act; earthquake hazards reduction, safety requirements for federal 

buildings, emergency food and shelter and hazardous materials.  In addition, FEMA received 

authority for counter terrorism under the Weapons of Mass Destruction Act of 1996, which was a 

response to the recognized vulnerabilities of the U.S. after the sarin gas attack on the Tokyo 

subway in 1995.  

 Following the September 11, 2001, attacks, Congress passed the Homeland Security Act of 

2002, which created the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to better coordinate among the 

different federal agencies that deal with law enforcement, disaster preparedness and recovery, 

border protection and civil defense. FEMA was absorbed into DHS effective March 1, 2003. As 

a result, FEMA became part of the Emergency Preparedness and Response Directorate of 
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Department of Homeland Security.  It became the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

again on March 31, 2007, but remained in DHS. 

Organization 

Today FEMA exists as a major agency of the Department of Homeland Security. The 

Administrator for Federal Emergency Management reports directly to the Secretary of Homeland 

Security. In March 2003, FEMA joined 22 other federal agencies, programs and offices in 

becoming the Department of Homeland Security. The new department, brought a coordinated 

approach to national security from emergencies and disasters – both natural and man-made.  

FEMA began administering the Center for Domestic Preparedness in 2007. 

 

FEMA manages the National Flood Insurance Program and is also home to the National 

Continuity Programs Directorate (formerly the Office of National Security Coordination). ONSC 

was responsible for developing, exercising, and validating agency wide continuity of operations 

and continuity of government plans as well as overseeing and maintaining continuity readiness 

including the Mount Weather Emergency Operations Center. ONSC also coordinated the 

continuity efforts of other Federal Executive Agencies. 

Regions 

Region I, Boston, MA Serving CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT 

Region II, New York, NY Serving NJ, NY, PR, USVI 

Region III, Philadelphia, PA Serving DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV 

Region IV, Atlanta, GA Serving AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN 

Region V, Chicago, IL Serving IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI 

Region VI, Denton, TX Serving AR, LA, NM, OK, TX 

Region VII, Kansas City, MO Serving IA, KS, MO, NE 

Region VIII, Denver, CO Serving CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY 

Region IX, Oakland, CA Serving AZ, CA, HI, NV, GU, AS, CNMI, RMI, FM 

Region IX, PAO Serving AS, CNMI, GU, HI 

Region X, Bothell, WA Serving AK, ID, OR, WA 

Budget 

FEMA has an annual budget of $13 billion that is used and distributed in different states 

according to the emergencies that occur in each one. An annual list of the use of these funds is 

disclosed at the end of the year on FEMA's website. 
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Response capabilities 

FEMA's emergency response is based on small, decentralized teams trained in such areas as the 

National Disaster Medical System (NDMS), Urban Search and Rescue (USAR), Disaster 

Mortuary Operations Response Team (DMORT), Disaster Medical Assistance Team (DMAT), 

and Mobile Emergency Response Support (MERS). 

National Incident Management System (NIMS).  

NIMS guides all levels of government, nongovernmental organizations (NGO), and the private 

sector to work together to prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover from 

incidents. NIMS provides stakeholders across the whole community with the shared vocabulary, 

systems, and processes to successfully deliver the capabilities described in the National 

Preparedness System. NIMS defines operational systems, including the Incident Command 

System (ICS), Emergency Operations Center (EOC) structures, and Multiagency Coordination 

Groups (MAC Groups) that guide how personnel work together during incidents. NIMS applies 

to all incidents, from traffic accidents to major disasters. 

National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) 

FEMA's National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) is a multiagency center located at 

FEMA HQ that coordinates the overall Federal support for major disasters and emergencies, 

including catastrophic incidents in support of operations at the regional-level. The FEMA 

Administrator, or his or her delegate, activates the NRCC in anticipation of, or in response to, an 

incident by activating the NRCC staff, which includes FEMA personnel, the appropriate 

Emergency Support Functions, and other appropriate personnel (including nongovernmental 

organization and private sector representatives). During the initial stages of a response FEMA 

will, as part of the whole community, focus on projected, potential, or escalating critical incident 

activities. The NRCC coordinates with the affected region(s) and provides needed resources and 

policy guidance in support of incident-level operations. The NRCC staff specifically provides 

emergency management coordination, planning, resource deployment, and collects and 

disseminates incident information as it builds and maintains situational awareness—all at the 

national-level.   FEMA maintains the NRCC as a functional component of the NOC for incident 

support operations. 

A secure and resilient Nation with the capabilities required across the whole community to 

prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover from the threats and hazards that pose 

the greatest risk. 

Using the core capabilities, we achieve the National Preparedness Goal by: 

 Preventing, avoiding, or stopping a threatened or an actual act of terrorism. 

 Protecting our citizens, residents, visitors, and assets against the greatest threats and 

hazards in a manner that allows our interests, aspirations, and way of life to thrive. 

 Mitigating the loss of life and property by lessening the impact of future disasters. 

 Responding quickly to save lives, protect property and the environment, and meet basic 

human needs in the aftermath of a catastrophic incident. 
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 Recovering through a focus on the timely restoration, strengthening, and revitalization of 

infrastructure, housing, and a sustainable economy, as well as the health, social, cultural, 

historic, and environmental fabric of communities affected by a catastrophic incident. 

Strategic Plan 

The Strategic Plan provides a strategic lens to focus FEMA's efforts and guide the allocation of 

resources. The FEMA Strategic Plan also supports the Department of Homeland Security's 

Strategic Plan Mission 5 of Strengthen national preparedness and resilience. 

FEMA’s Five Strategic Priorities: 

•Priority 1: Be survivor-centric in mission and program delivery 

Enhance unity of regional operations coordination and planning by partnering with and 

supporting the national network of fusion centers in the form of deployed personnel, training, 

technical assistance, exercise support, security clearances, connectivity to federal systems, 

technology, and grant funding. DHS will also work to enhance intelligence enterprise support to 

Component and state, local, tribal, territorial and private sector homeland security missions by 

developing an integrated set of DHS intelligence enterprise priorities specific to collection and 

analysis and enhancing coordination among DHS head-quarters, Component headquarters, and 

field elements. 

Share homeland security information and analysis, threats, and risks by providing robust 

communications, coordination, information sharing, situational awareness capabilities, 

Department-level planning, and Department-level planning to homeland security partners. 

Integrate counterintelligence, consistent with component and Departmental authorities, into all 

aspects of Department operations by utilizing the counterintelligence program management, 

counterintelligence analysis, and counterintelligence support and inquiries functions to safeguard 

homeland security-related national security information and other sensitive information. 

Establish a common security mindset with domestic and international partners, through 

initiatives such as the DHS Common Operating Picture and the Homeland Security Information 

Network, which enable unity of effort with all homeland security partners, and through efforts to 

facilitate and integrate DHS’s ability to share information with key foreign partners. Note that 

only trusted and vetted international partners receive access to properly screened sensitive 

information. 

Preserve civil rights, civil liberties, privacy, oversight, and transparency in the execution of 

homeland security activities by creating appropriate policy as needed, advising Department 

leadership and personnel, assuring that the use of technologies sustain, and do not erode, privacy 

protections relating to the use, collection, and disclosure of personal information, and 

investigating and resolving any privacy, civil rights, or civil liberties complaints. 
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•Priority 2: Become an expeditionary organization 

Promote regional response capacity and civil support by coordinating and advancing federal 

interaction with state, local, tribal, and territorial governments and by pursuing the Whole 

Community approach to build and sustain national preparedness. 

Strengthen the ability of federal agencies to support homeland security missions by working with 

federal partners to ensure that Departmental roles, responsibilities, and interests are integrated 

with and incorporated into interagency activities. 

Expand and extend governmental, nongovernmental, domestic, and international partnerships by 

building a Department-wide Community of Practice to synchronize the identification of potential 

partnership opportunities, develop a repository of partnerships and best practices, and serve as a 

consultative body to inform the exploration and formation of new public-private partnerships. 

Further enhance the military-homeland security relationship by collaborating with the 

Department of Defense to pursue bilateral science and technology agreements; collaborate in 

information sharing and training; provide support for information systems Law Enforcement, and 

emergency and disaster response support; and develop international relationships. 

•Priority 3: Posture and build capability for catastrophic disasters 

DHS operates within a dynamic environment at home and abroad. The inherently transnational 

nature of homeland security missions necessitates a strong DHS international affairs enterprise 

that provides compatible visions of homeland security globally, a consistent and mutually 

beneficial cooperation with foreign partners, and an international footprint that maximizes 

mission effectiveness and return on investment. 

We will pursue the following strategies to strengthen the DHS international affairs enterprise in 

support of homeland security missions:  

Establish strategic priorities for the Department’s international affairs enterprise by engaging 

across Components in areas including policy analysis, cross-regional coordination, and 

management of international affairs issues, to establish a single, accepted view of DHS 

international operations and engagements. Implementation plans will be developed to 

responsibly document how DHS Components will implement these strategic priorities in a 

unified manner. 

Establish coordination and communication mechanisms across the DHS international affairs 

enterprise to ensure national, Departmental and Component priorities are synchronized and 

DHS’s international engagements are fully utilized to achieve common objectives. 

•Priority 4: Enable disaster risk reduction nationally 

Employ scientific study to understand homeland security threats and vulnerabilities by pursuing 

a research and development strategy that is operationally focused, highly innovative, and 

founded on building partnerships among operators, scientists, and engineers, and by providing 
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operational support, timely experiments, measurements, testing, evaluation, and analyses of 

homeland security significance. 

Develop innovative approaches and effective solutions to mitigate threats and vulnerabilities by: 

1) providing new capabilities through new technologies and operational process enhancements; 

2) offering innovative systems-based solutions to complex problems; and 3) delivering the 

technical depth and reach to discover, adapt, and leverage scientific and engineering solutions 

developed by federal agencies and laboratories, state, local, and tribal governments, universities, 

and the private sector—across the United States and internationally. 

Leverage the depth of capacity in national labs, universities, and research centers by pursuing a 

mix of basic and applied research to deliver practical tools and analytic products that increase the 

effectiveness. 

•Priority 5: Strengthen FEMA’s organizational foundation 

Support systems for training, exercising, and evaluating capabilities by pursuing integrated and 

cohesive cross-component training and evaluation. Support law enforcement, first responder, and 

risk management training by providing coordinated, interoperable, and standardized law 

enforcement training to DHS and non-DHS federal agents/officers as well as to state, local, tribal 

and territorial and international entities. 

FEMA's Two Strategic Imperatives: 

•A whole community approach to emergency management 

•Foster innovation and learning 

Homeland Security Review reaffirmed the five missions structure of DHS: 

• Prevent Terrorism and Enhance Security 

• Secure and Manage our Borders 

• Enforce and Administer Our Immigration Laws 

• Safeguard and Secure Cyberspace; and 

• Strengthen National Preparedness and Resilience 

U.S. - EU Statement Following the U.S. - EU Justice and Home Affairs Ministerial Meeting  

Release Date: November 17, 2017. 

On 17 November 2017, the U.S - EU Ministerial Meeting on Justice and Home Affairs took 

place in Washington, D.C. The meeting reaffirmed the importance of the longstanding 

partnership between the United States and the European Union in addressing common threats to 

security, and of practical outcomes of this cooperation. 

The European Union was represented by the Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs and 

Citizenship Dimitris Avramopoulos, the Union Security Commissioner Julian King, Estonia's 
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Minister of Justice, Mr. Urmas Reinsalu, and the Minister of Interior, Mr. Andres Anvelt on 

behalf of the Presidency of the Council of the European Union. 

The United States and the European Union discussed their shared efforts to combat terrorism. 

The discussion focused specifically on the importance of operational cooperation and effective 

information sharing. The two sides noted the importance of collecting, using, and sharing airline 

passenger information, including Passenger Name Record (PNR) data, to detect and disrupt 

threats, and discussed the state of play of the implementation of the EU PNR framework, which 

will be in place by April 28, 2018. Further, the two sides discussed progress in the 

implementation of joint measures to address threats from terrorism to aviation security and to 

raise the baseline for global aviation security. The issue of U.S.-EU cooperation in combating 

terrorism financing and money laundering, including within the Financial Action Task Force, 

was also emphasized. The EU side gave an update on its rules on beneficial ownership 

transparency, in line with G20 conclusions. 

The two sides exchanged views on action to jointly counter the misuse of the internet for terrorist 

purposes, in cooperation with multiple stakeholders, including the private sector and civil 

society. The European Union provided updates regarding increased efforts to counter the use of 

the internet for terrorist purposes under the umbrella of the EU Internet Forum. The United 

States and the European Union agreed on the need to jointly address cybersecurity and counter 

cybercrime and, in this context, took note of the conclusions of the 14 November U.S. - EU 

Cyber Dialogue. 

The two sides discussed the importance of ensuring swift cross-border access by law 

enforcement authorities to electronic evidence, in line with their respective legal provisions. In 

that respect, the two sides agreed to continue their regular dialogue, in order to update each other 

on legislative and judicial developments. 

The United States and the European Union reaffirmed the need to counter the production and 

trafficking of cocaine and illicit opioids, including fentanyl and its analogues. Both sides noted 

good examples of joint U.S. – EU operations in this area, and welcomed their practical results. 

The United States and the European Union noted the progress in cooperative discussions towards 

reciprocal and secure visa-free travel under their respective legal frameworks. 

Underlining the progress made and the continued need to face terrorism and crime together, the 

United States and the European Union remain committed to continue common work and meet 

again in the first half of 2018 in Sofia, Bulgaria. 

Goal Statement 

States and territories will demonstrate improvement in achieving their core capability targets 

established through their Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (THIRA). 

Overview To enhance national preparedness and resilience, FEMA established Threat and 

Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (THIRA) to provide a common approach for 

identifying and assessing risks and documenting their associated impacts. Developing an 
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understanding of risks from natural, technological, and human-caused threats and hazards allows 

a community to make informed decisions about how to manage risk and develop needed 

capabilities. In addition, states and territories assess their current capability and set targets for 

improvement for preventing, protecting against, mitigating, responding to, and recovering from 

these threats and hazards.  
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